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King of Frost
Jerrek Valsys was quite literally cursed. In life and in love. With no wife to see him through those long lonely nights and no
way to help tame the beast that currently resides inside him, he'd spent years waiting on his mate with a glowing rock to
show up. Seriously. He had. Because the prophecy told him so. But when his beast comes out and finds its mate, he may
have to forget about that whole prophecy thing. Even if it means he has to give up his crown as the Fae King.Kaia
Cutestone's life sucks. She has a job with no future and lives with her dead-beat, soul-sucking brother. The only good things
in her life are her friends Jen and Avery. It's too bad the three of them have just been kidnapped with fairy dust. Yes.
Tinkerbell type fairy dust. All Kaia has going for her at this point is that she just ran into the most gorgeous man she's ever
seen. He's smoking hot, a little dark and dangerous, and she can't stop thinking about him naked. Thanks to her love of
shifter romance novels, Kaia might be the only person on the planet who can help Jerrek tame his beast and keep him from
killing more people. Kaia may not have a glowing rock but she sure is rocking an old ugly necklace. But is that enough to
get her a happily ever after and help find her friends? Reader Note: **This is the start of a fun, action-packed and smokin'
hot new trilogy. If you're a fan of fae, elves, and all fantasy creatures, pick this one up. Shifter lovers, never fear, Milly's got
a sexy alpha ready for you.**

Between Dawn and Dusk
A half demon on the run. An Elemental Fae with broken magic. Together they could end a war or bring both sides down in
flames. Nigel wants no part in his demon mother’s war against the Fae. Hoping to cash in on a favor and hide out until it’s
over, he ventures deep into the forest in search of the Faerie Queen’s son. Lost and frustrated, he encounters an Elemental
who he hopes will help him. Dawn has two days to get her fire magic under control before she will be tested for the
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Conclave. This once-in-a-millennia competition will pit the most powerful Elementals against each other in a tournament to
determine who will earn the title of Guardian of the Elementals. Nigel makes a deal with Dawn. He’ll help her get her fire
magic back if she leads him to the Fae Court. But the last thing Dawn should be doing is bringing a demon to a secret Fae
ritual. If Nigel learns the true power of the Fae, he could use that knowledge against them. As sparks fly between Dawn and
Nigel, the two must decide where their loyalties lie and what price they are willing to pay for falling in love with the enemy.

Spindle Fire
My fated mate is a lethal fae king. And I'm going to kill him. Ever since the Court of Flames banished me, I've managed to
hide my true nature--Chosen One of the Fire Fae, destined to save us all. Truth is, I'm not that impressive. I've spent my
banishment hunting demons for fun and slinging drinks at Potions & Pastilles. But then the lethally sexy king of the Court of
Ice finds me. He's been hunting me for years and wants to claim me as his fated mate. But it gets darker. He plans to
sacrifice me to save his dying kingdom. One touch changes everything though, because I'm the only one who can warm
him. I'm going to use that to my advantage and convince him to return with me to the Court that banished me years ago.
There, I will kill him before he kills me. But I'm playing with fire, because I'm not sure if I can I resist him long enough to
change my fate.

Of Fire and Ash
When Lysander the King of Frost and I united our powers against Xerxes the Fire King, something unexpected happened-we
became bonded mates. A catastrophe, considering that Lysander is promised to another High Fae in exchange for military
support in the upcoming war. The stakes-if Lysander loses his allies and therefore the war, Xerxes will turn the human
realm into hell on Earth, before he takes over all the other realms.This means that our bond is forbidden, cursed, a tragedy.
I'm trying to kill it, but seeing Lysander every day, royal and deadly, moving around like a sleek feral, it's driving me crazy
with forbidden desire. I should leave his Court, take distance, but I can't, because Xerxes is after me.So when an alternative
presents itself, I grab on to it with both hands. It's dark, and bloody, but it might just save the world. This means that I have
to tap into the dark powers of a more obscure side of my bloodline. Problem is, these powers might kill me.This is Book 2 of
the Fae of Darkness series.

The Ancient Magus' Bride Supplement I
Fall in love with this paw-some collection of 12 shifter romances. From spell-binding romances to heart pounding
adventures, there's something for everyone in this collection of paranormal and urban fantasy romances. Whether you want
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to challenge the alpha, fall for the bear, or fly with the dragon, you can find it all within these pages. This set includes fulllength books by: New York Times Bestselling Author Felicity Heaton USA Today Bestselling Authors Keira Blackwood & Liza
Street USA Today Bestselling Author Ann Gimpel USA Today Bestselling AuthorLaura Greenwood USA Today Bestselling
Author Skye MacKinnon USA Today Bestselling AuthorRebecca Rivard USA Today Bestselling AuthorArizona Tape J.A.
Belfield Ophelia Bell Marie-Claude Bourque T.K. Eldridge Kate Rudolph Click today to take advantage of this limited time
collection.

Char: Fae of Fire and Stone, #2
My normal life as a fae royal guard doesn't feel so normal anymore. It hasn't since I met my mate, the cocky, seductive King
of the Court of Wraiths.My search for a way to undo the prophecy has come up empty. I'm still as destined as ever to kill
Lugh one day. That's why I've kept my distance.Until now. He needs my help. And I can't turn him down. A new threat
looms in the Edinburgh streets. If we don't stop it, my mate-murdering prophecy will be the least of our worries.Lugh could
lose his very soul. And if that ever happens, there will be nothing to stop him from unleashing the nightmare wraiths from
the darkest part of Faerie. The mortal realm will never survive.

Covert Fae
Trial by Fae
He must never realize who I am. I'm a demon slayer, so I lead a simple life slaughtering monsters. As long as no one learns
that I'm descended from a forbidden line of Dragon Bloods, I can keep my job and my life. But when a powerful Fae king
realizes I'm his fated mate, I've got problems. Especially since A), he hates me and B), he learns my secret, and it puts my
whole life at risk. I want to kill my mate. The stars align when my employers send me to the Fae kingdom to compete in the
Trials of the Fae as an undercover agent. My real goal? Investigate the king for the murder of hundreds. But the king only
has eyes only for me, even when I'm in disguise. He senses that I'm his mate, and our attraction is off the charts. No matter
how much we mistrust each other, we can't stay apart. But when he realizes what I'm up to, there will be hell to pay. That
is, if I survive.

Fae Curse
Over a millennium ago, Erna, a seismically active yet beautiful world was settled by colonists from far-distant Earth. But the
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seemingly habitable planet was fraught with perils no one could have foretold. The colonists found themselves caught in a
desperate battle for survival against the fae, a terrifying natural force with the power to prey upon the human mind itself,
drawing forth a person's worst nightmare images or most treasured dreams and indiscriminately giving them life. Twelve
centuries after fate first stranded the colonists on Erna, mankind has achieved an uneasy stalemate, and human sorcerers
manipulate the fae for their own profit, little realizing that demonic forces which feed upon such efforts are rapidly gaining
in strength. Now, as the hordes of the dark fae multiply, four people—Priest, Adept, Apprentice, and Sorcerer—are about to
be drawn inexorably together for a mission which will force them to confront an evil beyond their imagining, in a conflict
which will put not only their own lives but the very fate of humankind in jeopardy. From the Trade Paperback edition.

A Court of Mist and Fury
Fate decreed that my mate would be Tarron, King of the Seelie Fae. He's gorgeous, arrogant, and for the longest time, I
hated him. Until I didn't. As soon as I start to fall for him, fate meddles again. Apparently, I'm fated to kill Tarron. To make
matters worse, our Fae courts are at war. My mother is trying to destroy his kingdom. She's hunting down Eternal Fire to
destroy his realm, and I have to help stop her. As we race to save his kingdom, I fall harder and harder for Tarron. He's
impossible to resist. But I don't tell him the dark secret that will tear us apart--my destiny to kill him. Twisting fate to my
own ends is the only way my love will survive. The question iscan I?

Fire and Ice
My name is Nudd. I'm a trickster or at least I used to be. All pookas are tricksters, just as all banshees are harbingers of
death. It's what we do. Only I got tired of playing tricks on humans and decided to stop. Worse, when that snarky banshee,
Aednat, came to me with a bloody shirt and demanded I help her solve a human murder, I let her talk me into it. Big
mistake. Next thing I know, we're both summoned before the Fairie Queen herself, and given an incredible task: find and
break the curse that binds the fae to their traditional roles in relation to the humans. In short, give the fae a destiny all their
own. Impossible, right? Well, someone in the shadows doesn't think soand will do anything to stop us. Not to mention I've
also angered the Norns just by existing. Seems I bring a touch of chaos to their orderly universe. On a scale of one to ten,
how doomed are we? Assuming we stay alive long enough, can we fulfill our mission? Without killing each other, I mean.
Frankly, I like the odds, but then I have more than a touch of chaos in my soul. Why not join the fun?

Fate of Fire
A Huntress of Faeries. Five cursed Fae Princes. An evil that will destroy the world.When Eighteen-year-old Neara saves a
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villager from the clutches of a deadly faerie, the Fae Queen sends warriors to abduct her dying father in revenge. To gain
his freedom, Neara must venture into the Shadowlands and obtain three enchanted objects under the supervision of the
bestial Prince Drayce.As Neara and Prince Drayce grow closer, she discovers the Queen's scheme to release an ancient evil
and enslave the mortal world. To thwart these plans, she must break the curses of five Fae Princes, but the cost of doing so
is her Father's life. Torn between saving the human realm and saving her father, Neara must navigate this treacherous
world and choose between love, liberty and power. Curse of the Fae Queen is a reverse harem fantasy adventure for fans of
A Court of Thrones and Roses and A Song of Ice and Fire!

Queen of the Fae
I'm a dangerous fae. I'll stab you with one hand while I apply mascara with the other. Every member of the royal guard has
a unique power and mine is skill with the blade.So, when my Queen hears of a new plot against the crown, I'm her top
choice for a spy. A little adventure sounds like fun to me, even though I have to play nice to get the information we need.
Problem isour biggest suspect is Lugh: a cocky, sexy, powerful King I'd rather stab than seduce. But as I grow closer to
finding the truth deep within the Edinburgh streets, a strange dangerous magic draws me to Lugh. When his skin touches
mine, I feel alive. And it makes one thing achingly clear. Lugh might be plotting to destroy my Court. But he might also be
my mate. The one an old prophecy claims I'm destined to kill.Confessions of a Dangerous Fae is the first book in a trilogy.

Heart of the Fae
I have a knack for getting myself into some bad situations. But waking up partially dead in the Court of Death takes the
cake. It's small consolation that my fated mate Tarron is at my side, since it means that he's mostly dead too. To make
matters worse, the false queen who plans to destroy both our kingdoms is still alive and regaining her strength. We must
work together to return from the dead and stop her from killing thousands--including my sister. Escaping the Court of Death
means completing a series of dangerous challenges. When we learn that only one of us can return to earth, true escape
becomes impossible.

A Curse of Flames
Welcome to Evermore Academy where the magic is dark, the immortals are beautiful, and being human SUCKS. After
spending my entire life avoiding the creatures that murdered my parents, one stupid mistake binds me to them for four
years. My penance? Become a human shadow at the infamous Evermore Academy, finishing school for the Seelie and
Unseelie Fae courts. All I want is to keep a low profile, but day one, I make an enemy of the most powerful Fae in the
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academy. The Winter Prince is arrogant, cruel, and apparently also my Fae keeper. Meaning I'm in for months of torture. But
it only gets worse. Something dark and terrible looms over the academy. Humans are dying, ancient vendettas are
resurfacing, and the courts are more bloodthirsty than ever. What can one mortal girl do in a world full of gorgeous
monsters? Fight back with everything I have--and try not to fall in love in the process. If you love reading about fated
mates, enemies-to-lovers, snarky heroines, and everything Fae, then one click today and fall into this magical new series
that's being called Vampire Academy meets The Cruel Prince! P.S. This full-length story may leave you with a book
hangover. P.P.S. This Upper YA/NA series will eventually be four books and is intended for mature audiences. It contains
cursing, sexual situations, and violence.

Cursed
To live, I must tempt the angels of death. It's been eighteen months since the angels of the apocalypse ripped our world
apart. Before, I was a burlesque dancer, decked in sequins and feathers at the hippest clubs. Now, I live in an abandoned
hospital in East London, scavenging for scraps. At least, until I get the chance to fight back against the disturbingly
seductive angels. In fact, I'm going undercover as a spy in their castle. I have two goals: learn their weaknesses, and find
my missing sister. Problem is, I have to pretend to be someone I'm not: an alluring succubus. If one of the angels discovers
who I really am, the fate of the world could lie in ruins. I can't let that happen. The angels tried to destroy my world, and it's
my turn to ravage theirs.

Elemental Fae Academy: Book One: A Reverse Harem Paranormal Romance
The #1 New York Times bestselling sequel to Sarah J. Maas's stunning and seductive A Court of Thorns and Roses.

Shifters Gone Wild
I've got a problem. A big muscly problem, with icy blue eyes, long dark hair, and tight leather pants.Keryth is the Night
Realm king. My father's greatest enemy. And my fated mate.It isn't easy being a fae princess of the Day Realm. Our
kingdom has suffered hardships, but if my father won't approve of the mating bond with Keryth, they'll be putting another
body in a casket-mine. If we're kept apart, we'll both die. Not to be dramatic or anything. Destiny just doesn't like to be
denied, and our sanity will wither away if we don't give in.Too bad my father doesn't care about that. His solution is to lock
me away forever.When Keryth comes to rescue me, I know we can take on anything as long as we're together. But old
rivalries die hard, and the past sins of our families come back to haunt us, affecting our future and the ones we love the
most.
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A Wicked Thing
The sexy, action-packed first book in the #1 New York Times bestselling Court of Thorns and Roses series from Sarah J.
Maas. When nineteen-year-old huntress Feyre kills a wolf in the woods, a terrifying creature arrives to demand retribution.
Dragged to a treacherous magical land she knows about only from legends, Feyre discovers that her captor is not truly a
beast, but one of the lethal, immortal faeries who once ruled her world. At least, he's not a beast all the time. As she adapts
to her new home, her feelings for the faerie, Tamlin, transform from icy hostility into a fiery passion that burns through
every lie she's been told about the beautiful, dangerous world of the Fae. But something is not right in the faerie lands. An
ancient, wicked shadow is growing, and Feyre must find a way to stop it, or doom Tamlin-and his world-forever. From
bestselling author Sarah J. Maas comes a seductive, breathtaking book that blends romance, adventure, and faerie lore into
an unforgettable read.

Fae World
The third instalment to the global #1 bestselling series. As the King of Adarlan's Assassin, Celaena Sardothien is bound to
serve the tyrant who slaughtered her dear friend. But she has vowed to make him pay. The answers Celaena needs to
destroy the king lie across the sea Wendlyn. And Chaol, Captain of the King's Guard, has put his future in jeopardy to send
her there. Yet as Celaena seeks her destiny in Wendlyn, a new threat is preparing to take to the skies. Will Celaena find the
strength not only to win her own battles, but to fight a war that could pit her loyalties to her own people against those she
has grown to love? This third novel in the THRONE OF GLASS sequence, from global #1 bestselling author Sarah J. Maas, is
packed with more heart-stopping action, devastating drama and swoonsome romance, and introduces some fierce new
heroines to love and hate.

The Cruel Fae King
Sometimes opposites aren't supposed to attract

Fae King
Perfect for fans of Sarah J. Maas and Leigh Bardugo, Spindle Fire is an enthralling, wholly original reimagining of a classic
faerie story. Half sisters Isabelle and Aurora are polar opposites: Isabelle is the king’s headstrong illegitimate daughter,
whose sight was tithed by faeries; Aurora, beautiful and sheltered, was tithed her sense of touch and voice on the same
day. Despite their differences, the sisters have always been extremely close. And then everything changes, with a single
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drop of Aurora’s blood, a Faerie Queen who is preparing for war, a strange and enchanting dream realm—and a sleep so
deep it cannot be broken. Spindle Fire is a tour-de-force fantasy set in the dwindling, deliciously corrupt world of the fae and
featuring two truly unforgettable heroines, from a writer destined to be a major voice in YA.

Crown of Fire
Rhiannon Thomas's dazzling debut novel is a spellbinding reimagining of what happens after happily ever after. Vividly
imagined scenes of action, romance, and political intrigue are seamlessly woven together to reveal a richly created world . .
. and Sleeping Beauty as she's never been seen before. One hundred years after falling asleep, Princess Aurora wakes up to
the kiss of a handsome prince and a broken kingdom that has been dreaming of her return. All the books say that she
should be living happily ever after. But as Aurora understands all too well, the truth is nothing like the fairy tale. Her family
is long dead. Her "true love" is a kind stranger. And her whole life has been planned out by political foes while she slept. As
Aurora struggles to make sense of her new world, she begins to fear that the curse has left its mark on her, a fiery and
dangerous thing that might be as wicked as the witch who once ensnared her. With her wedding day drawing near, Aurora
must make the ultimate decision on how to save her kingdom: marry the prince or run.

The Fae King's Curse
What do sexy fae lords, a vampire assassin, and a mysterious castle have in common? Yours truly. Yeah no, I did not plan
this. When my bestie and I opened a fabulous bakery, I planned to live a long life shoving pumpkin muffins into my face
hole and working them off during my self-defense class. But when a castle full of ridiculously gorgeous immortals showed
up on the ley line running through my small town outside Nashville, my life changed. A lot. Like a lot, a lot. Because of an
ancient curse, the immortals can't leave the castle without turning to ash. But when the most powerful fae lord uses his
seductive power to lure me close, to psychically feed on my aura, he successfully steps out of the castle for the first time.
Now the fae want all of my supposedly special blood to break the curse. Until I can somehow shove the immortals back into
whatever magical hole they crawled out of, my life is forfeit. I have a plan. But said plan didn't account for the insane
feelings I'm starting to have for the alpha of the group FAE CURSE is the steamy first book in the Yew Queen Trilogy, and it's
perfect for KF Breene, Laura Thalassa, Annette Marie, Linsey Hall, and CN Crawford fans! If you like fated mates, enemies-tolovers, snarky heroines, hot vampires, and seductive fae, then click to buy and begin this fantastical new series today!

Fire Touched
Kirian and I were just twelve years old when I pulled him from the icy waters of the creek behind my house. As he looked in
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my direction with unseeing lavender eyes, I quickly realized our age was just about the only thing we had in common. He
spoke with an accent, he had pointy ears, and he was so beautiful it made my heart ache. Oh, and he claimed to be a fae
prince cursed by witches who stole his sight.I thought he was crazy from hypothermia. Turns out, he wasn't, and for some
reason he keeps coming back. But a day in my world is a year in his. Every time I see him, he's older. Wiser. Hotter.Over the
past six years, I've tried not to fall in love with him because the terms of the curse are clear: If he doesn't wait for his fated
mate in all ways, including an innocent (or not-so-innocent) kiss, he'll be blind forever.So when Kirian kisses me and pulls
me through the portal to his realm, I make it my mission to do some damage control. It'd be a whole lot easier if he wasn't
determined to marry me And if someone wasn't trying to murder me every step of the way.

Heir of Fire
No one knows I'm possessed by evil Everyone thinks that I'm a hero that I've driven the darkness from the land. What they
don't know is that I've driven it into myself. I'm fighting a curse that will lead to the death of all I love. Fortunately, my Fated
Mate Iain senses something is wrong. When he learns about the curse, he vows to help. We must delve deep into the
dangerous mysteries of my past in hopes of finding a cure. But as the darkness tries to drive a wedge between us, I don't
know if our relationship will survive. Or if any of us will.

Archangel's Fire
A magical calling card, a murderous secret, and an ancient, dangerous realm. The Fae have been hunting Imogen's mother
for nearly eighteen years. She has something they want: her daughter. Now they've caught up with her, and Imogen's faced
with a choice: attend their fae college by choiceor by force. That should've been enough warning that Callador, school for
the fae, is a manipulative and dangerous place. But it's not until the school is under attack and the students are facing
death by curse that Imogen realizes Callador's darkest secret isn't how they get their students to attend. You won't want to
fall behind on the series readers are calling a "brilliant, magical new world." One click your copy TODAY to see what's
Beyond the Shadow Veil!

Fae Queen
He says I'm his fated mate.I say I'm his fated enemy.I was stripped of my royal title because of him. I was banished to a
deserted island and left to die because of him.Only when I'm his last option does he remember I exist at all. Now this cruel
king is taking me captive to be his bride, join his people, and save his kingdom from a spreading plague.The witch claims
this is our destiny written in the magic of the flames and the waves of the sea. I choose my own destiny though. And I'll
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drown in those cold waters than ever be bound to him.Because he doesn't need a fated fae mate. He needs a savior.And I'd
rather die than be either of those things for the Cruel King.NOTE: The Cruel Fae King is a fiery, panty melting enemies to
lovers tale intended for readers 18 and over. Fans of Holly Black, Sarah J Maas, and all things sexy fae will fall in lusty hate
with the Cursed Kingdoms Series.Reading OrderThe Cruel Fae King - Releasing Nov 19thBook Two - Releasing Dec 10thBook
Three - Release date coming soon

Confessions of a Dangerous Fae
Fans of The Ancient Magus' Bride are sure to love this in-depth guide to its story. Chapter-by-chapter notes provide insight
into the author's intent and the world of the story, covering mythology, magic, and more. This handbook contains spoilers
aplenty, and is meant to enhance the reading experience for the first three volumes of the series. If you're hoping for a
deeper examination of the story of Elias and Chise, look no further!

Little Fire and Fog
In a post-virus New World, authentic humans are a hot commodity. And The Society rules. Neeman has tried everything to
overcome the pain of both heartbreak and being forcibly turned into a vampyr. When he meets the headstrong Selene in a
nightclub, she could be the change he needs. Her beautiful human-like features stand out among the vamps, and he has no
choice but to bring her back to his Tracking Squad’s compound before she gets herself killed. Charged with stopping a
demon invasion, Selene has been sent back to the Earth Realm by the Fae. But en route, she loses the talisman that can
keep her darker nature, and her impulses, under control. With Vampires now ruling Earth there are more vices than ever to
distract her from her mission. Especially Neeman, whose hard body and piercing gaze awakens a primal desire within her.
He’s the only one who can protect her from The Society, and from even darker forces on the horizon…but he can’t protect
her from himself.

Rise of the Fae
My one piece of advice: Never kiss a stranger.See, I kind of kissed this sexy man at the bar on a dare once, and it turns out
he's a Royal Fae destined to be my mate. Now I've been dragged to the Elemental Fae Academy to control the powers I
unlocked that night.So kissing? Yeah, that won't happen again. Nope.Lesson learned. Except, I kind of kissed Titus, too. And
well, now, I'm in a world of trouble. I keep burning things down, flooding dorms, and I've attracted the campus mean girl
brigade.This Fae Realm is a nightmare come to life. Truly.But there are dreams here, too.Sexy ones.And they're in the form
of five Elemental Fae mentors. They're supposed to help me control my powers, but who's going to keep the elements from
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controlling me?Note: This is a medium burn reverse harem paranormal romance, and book one of the Elemental Fae
Academy trilogy.

A Curse of Fire
Fighting the most powerful werewolf in their alternate-world's history, coyote shapeshifter Mercy Thompson and her alpha
werewolf mate, Adam, discover a fire-touched human child stolen long ago by the fae whose existence may help prevent a
war.

Queen of Light
THESE ARE CLEAN AND SWEET VERSIONS OF THE CRYSTAL KINGDOM***If you have read the adult versions (Fae King, Elf
King, Dark King and Fire King) you don't need to pick these up. These are meant for younger audiences.***Jerrek Valsys. I'm
cursed. In life and in love. People are disappearing all around my kingdom and I'm dodging a mother who's trying to set me
up with every single female from miles away. Keeping secrets is the name of the game. I'm hiding a beast inside and
waiting on a prophecy to bring me the right girl with a glowing rock. Seriously. But when my beast finally escapes the
internal prison I built for him, he finds her. Our mate. I may have to forget about that whole prophecy thing. Even if it means
I have to give up my crown as the Fae king, because Kaia's the one. And I'm not giving her up.Kaia Cutestone.My life sucks.
I have a job with no future and live with my dead-beat, soul-sucking brother. The only good things in my life are my friends,
Jen and Avery, and my ability to sing and the fairytales that help me escape my reality. Unfortunately, I doubt those tales I
have memorized will help me much when the three of us are kidnapped with fairy dust. Yes. Tinkerbell type fairy dust. On
the other hand, I just ran into the most gorgeous guy I've ever seen. He's super cute, a little dark and dangerous, and I can't
stop thinking about him. Thanks to my love of romance novels, Jerrek is in luck. I might be the only person on the planet
who can help him tame his beast and keep him from killing more people. Yay me! I may not have a glowing rock but I sure
am rocking an old ugly necklace. But is that enough to get me a happily ever after, find my purpose in life with people who
want me for me and help me find my friends?

Confessions of a Wicked Fae
In the cursed Las Vegas wastelands where fallen angels enslave humans and witches hide in the shadows, a young witch
will break the Sanctuary's cardinal rules to protect her home and a forbidden love. Some laws were made to be broken. The
Sanctuary is the only place protected from the covet curse, and life there is all Senna knows. When a mysterious light
outside of the boundary compels her to cross and investigate, she meets the stunning Archangel Cade and soon finds
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herself on the path of breaking the angelic rules governing the Sanctuary. Cade warns her that the spell protecting the
Sanctuary is breaking and that the key to fixing it is in an ancient book hidden in the Las Vegas wastelands. She sets off
with him determined to do whatever it takes to save her home. But along their journey, Senna learns that Cade’s true
motive could place her cherished home in danger. The choice is hers. Save the Sanctuary, or give into what she covets the
most—him. Topics: For fans of Fallen, Archangel's Heart, Branded Fall of Angels, Curse Angel collection, urban fantasy,
dystopian, post-apocalyptic, fantasy romance, fallen angel romance, fallen, paranormal romance, forbidden romance,
romance book, urban fantasy ebook. For readers who enjoy Lauren Kate, Susan EE, Becca Fitzpatrick, Cassandra Clare,
Nalini Singh, Stephanie Meyer, Laini Taylor, Wendy Higgins, Jennifer L Armentrout, Alyssa Rose Ivy, Amy Bartol, Anna
Zaires. and Dannika Dark.

Dawn of the Fae
Black Sun Rising
We're burning from within. So, I'm in trouble. My mate, Iain, thinks I betrayed him. That's because I did--using a love potion
to control him. But now, it's stopped working, and there's nothing left but his anger. He's not the only one pissed off at me.
My Court knows that I've lost the sacred stone of our people, putting everyone in danger. When the Royal Guard comes for
me with a pair of fire manacles, I'm not surprised. But when my estranged mate, king of the Sea Fae, strolls into the Court
of Fire to help me. Well, that bit is unexpected. I'm in no position to turn down help, even if my mate is hardly speaking to
me. If we don't recover the Soul Stone soon, all of my people will burn from within. As we go deep into enemy territory, the
desire between us becomes impossible to resist. And if I can't fight it, he'll never let me go.

Spirit of the Fae
Beauty and the Beast meets Irish Mythology in this sweeping retelling of the beloved fairytale.

Curse of the Fae Queen
One promise can change everything. The fairies must never know of Nelay's sight, for the attention of such dark and
terrible creatures brings more things dark and terrible. But when Nelay's father is near death, the fairies are the only ones
who can save him. All they require is a simple promise that she'll return the favor one day. Some promises are lethal.
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A Court of Thorns and Roses
Evermore Academy
I always thought if I had magical powers, life would be cake. Wrong. My fated mate is the enemy of my kind, I have days to
figure out how to keep him from literally going up in smoke, and at any moment one of my magic's surges will shock my
heart and strike me down. If I don't learn how to control my mage abilities pronto, I'm dead. I thought that portalling to
hang with other mages would solve things, and I'd find some rad crone-like chick to help me train all epic style. But it seems
I've landed myself, my best friend, and my doomed fated mate in a hidden kingdom where my kind are enslaved for
eternity. Not awesome. This is not the training I was hoping for. And with every day we're away from the cursed castle,
Lucus and his brothers weaken further. If I don't get us the heck out of this super creepy British fae kingdom, all of us-the
16th century guys and us modern gals-are history. Grab the second book in the Yew Queen series today for a steamy read
that's perfect for fans of CN Crawford, Linsey Hall, and Laura Thalassa!
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